
Altra Lite Applicator

Ergonomic
design

Multiple product
applications

Promotes speed 
and efficiency 

The Altra Lite Applicator covers all of your cleaning, disinfecting, and finishing 
requirements. The easy change out cartridges make switching products simple, clean 
and efficient. Snap the applicator bottle into the cradle and you are ready to go.

Standard procedure suggests mopping in a figure-8 circular motion, overlapping on each 
pass. Other floor applicators are designed to mop in a linear pattern, causing tendinitis 
and other injuries. The Altra Lite Applicator is designed to be used in the recommended 
figure-8 pattern. Its ergonomic design reduces worker fatigue. The Infinity twist handle 
properly distributes weight and promotes major muscle group actuation to reduce 
strain on wrists, knees and back.

Altra Low Odor Floor Stripper is designed for use in acute facilities. Its low odor and low 
VOC chemistry is the best, most efficient option for areas frequented by patients and 
staff members. With a proprietary blend of chemistry, Altra Low Odor Floor Stripper 
ensures ease of dilution and emulsifies years of buildup in minutes, permitting corridors 
to reopen quickly. 

Altra Low Odor Floor Stripper dilutes at 1:16 for 5-15 coats.

Floor Stripper

Low odor Effective Fast-acting

Fast acting, super concentrated
water based stripper for floor finish

DILUTION RATIO: 1:16 for 5 –15 coats 
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Altra Antimicrobial 
Floor Finish 

Dilutable Products (32 oz bottle) 
from the

Altra Proportioning System 

Altra Disinfecting 
Tablets 

Infinity twist handle Switch products easily by changing out cartridges

Compatibility
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All trademarks, service marks, and company names are the property of their respective owners. Any products or services offered by 
MasVida Health Care Solutions, LLC (MasVida) are subject to customer entering into a written customer agreement with MasVida. 
MasVida is a preferred post-acute distributor of Altra™.
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